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These students have been hand 
picked by their teachers for doing 

their best during reading! Nice 
Work! Keep reading!

Check these 

readers out!



Kindergarten

 Silas Mixon is our first quarter Rockin’ Reader for   
room 11! Silas engages in whatever we are reading and i 
comprehends and retell stories with flair!  He shares 
interesting facts with his class about what we read. 
Silas works extra hard during reading groups and 
knows how to SHINE! Keep up the great work 

Silas, you rock!                       Love, Mrs. Oxenford 

                                                                  

 Grayson is Ms. Hood’s first quarter Rockin’ Reader!  Grayson has 
made so much progress in reading this quarter.  He works hard in 
whole group and small group reading and loves to learn new words.  
He has great reading comprehension and vocabulary and is always 
engaged during read aloud time.  He has completed his reading 
logs at home for September and October and likes to read about 
dinosaurs.   Keep up the hard work Grayson! I am so proud of you.

Love, Ms. Hood

                                                                  



Kindergarten

 Brooks is Room 3’s first quarter Rockin’ Reader! Brooks 
is super motivated to learn to read and works hard 
during reading. He sticks with difficult tasks and loves 
to challenge himself to become a better reader. Brooks 
asks great questions and makes lots of connections 
while reading. We are so proud of you, Brooks!
                                                                                   Love, Ms. Russell

                                                                  



First Grade

                                                                  

Scarlett Anderson is room 9’s rockin’ reader! Scarlett loves stories 
and she has been working hard to become a fluent reader. While 
reading Scarlett excels at comprehension.  She works hard to 
understand the details while reading and loves to talk about the 
characters. Scarlett’s love for stories also shows in her writing and 
her art. She has an incredible imagination. Keep reading Scarlett! 

Love, Mrs. Perrier and Ms. Emma

                                                                  

Kate Bookout is room 10’s Rockin’ Reader! Kate 
has such enthusiasm for reading new stories 
each day, and I’m always impressed with her 
blending skills. Kate’s reading skills get stronger 
every day, because she never gives up when 
reading a tricky new word. I also notice that 
Kate is super focused on reading independently 
during D.E.A.R time each day. Way to go, Kate! 
You’re a reader! Love, Mrs Skenzick



Second Grade

                                                                  

  I am so excited to announce that Danny is our Rockin’ Reader for 
the first quarter. During small reading group, Danny does an 
outstanding job of focusing and working diligently with a positive 
attitude. He sounds out words that he is unfamiliar with and is a 
pro when we practice our sight words. Often, he can be found with 
a book open at his seat or in the classroom library finding a new 
adventure. His favorite genre is graphic novels. Congratulations 
Danny on all of your hard work! Keep it up! Love, Ms. Roberts

                                                                  

D

Rylan is a Rockin’ Reader! He already reads fluently, and he 
continues to work hard on improving his skills. He is always 
willing to read in class and in his reading group. He participates 
in discussions, offers interesting insights, and can quickly find 
the text evidence to support his answers. He really likes 
Pokémon books and reads it in class when he gets a chance. 
Way to be a Rockin’ Reader, Rylan!



Third Grade

Room 8’s Rockin’ Reader is Iyan!  He has been working so 
hard this quarter in reading!  He engages in whatever we 
are reading and is able to understand and comprehend on 
a meaningful level.  He always has interesting insights to 
share with his class about what we read.  He is also really 
great at looking for text evidence to prove his 
understanding and answers.  Keep up the great work Iyan!

                                                                  

Nikola is Room 7’s Rockin’ Reader of the first quarter! 
He always works so hard in both whole group and small 
group reading. I love hearing him reading along with 
our class story each week! He also contributes to class 
discussions and is always on task during his group! He 
has already made awesome growth in his reading 
fluency this year. Nikola likes Pete the Cat books. Way 
to be a super reader, Nikola!



4th Grade

Room 4’s Rockin Reader is Jace Peterman! Jace is a part of OBOB and 
has really worked hard to read the books that have been given to him. 
He’s even asking for more books!  Normally Jace is our math rockstar but 
he has been rocking it with reading as well!!!! Go Jace! 

                                                                  



4th/5th Grade Blend

Congratulations to Ruth Shultz, Room 1’s Rockin Reader! 
Ruth is a model student, especially when it comes to 
reading.  She is constantly focused and engaged during 
whole group and small group reading and is a valuable 
contributor to our conversations.  Ruth’s ability to 
comprehend a variety of texts is off the charts and she 
can easily find evidence within a text to support her 
understanding.  You can tell she loves to read and to 
learn. 

                                                                  



5th Grade

Lilly is the fifth grade Rockin’ Reader for first quarter!  Lilly 
is passionate about reading and loves to share book 
recommendations with others!  Lilly can be found with her 
nose in a book whenever she has free time in class! 

Lilly is also EXTREMELY excited to start OBOB and has 
already gotten a jump on reading her OBOB books!  Keep up 
the awesome reading, Lilly!

                                                                  


